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KU:  GUDDOONKA GOLAHA SHACABABKA FEDERAALKA SOOMAALIYA  

 

OG: GUDDOONKA AQALAKA SARE EE JAMHUURIYADA FEDERAALKA SOOMAALIYA 

 

 

 

UJEEDO: DARAARASADA RUGTA GANACASIGA IYO WARSHADAHA JUBBALAND AY KA SAMEYSAY 

DHIBATOOYINKA BULSHO/DHAQAALE EE AY SABABEEN XAYIRAADIHII DUULIMADYADA RAYIDKA. 

Mudanayaal: 

Rugta Ganacsiga iyo Warshadaha Jubaland (JCCI) waxa ay samaysey cilmi baaris ku saabsan dhibaatooyinkii 

bulsho/dhaqaale ee ay sababtay xayiraadii duulimaadyada diyaaradaha oo ay Dowlada Federraalka Soomaaliya 

ku soo rogtay Garoomada Diyaaradaha ee Jubaland. 

Rugta Ganacsiga iyo Warshadaha Jubaland waxay u taagantahay ilaalinta iyo horumarinta Gancasiga, 

isdhexgalka Ganacsiga iyo ganacsatada,  kor u qaadista dhaqaalaha bulshada, sidoo kale u raadinta Maalgashi 

iyo Suuq- geyn dalka iyo dibadaba ah. 

MUDANAYAAL: 

In dhawaalaba, si ay shacabka Soomaaliyeed  fursado malgelineed u helaan, shaqa abuurna loogu sameeyo 

dhalinyarada, una ilaalino xasiloonida, Rugta gancsiga waxay ku howlanayd siidii dalka loo keeni lahaa 

maalgashadaayaal dhaqaale oo maal gashada deegaanada xorta ah ee nidaam dowladnima iyo kala danbeyntu 

ka jiraan. 

Dadaalada JCCI waxaa aay hormuud u noqdeen in Jubaland ka mid noqoto deegaanada wax  soo saarkooda 

sara u kac dhaqaale ku yimid sanadiihii lasoo dhaafey. Taas oo qayb ka noqotey sara u kaca GDP ka wadaanka 

Somalia guud ahaan. 

Xayiraadihii duulimaad ee lagusoo rogey Jubaland waxa ay hakisey dardargalkii dhaqaale ee ay Bulshadu ku 

naalooneynaysay dhawr kii sano ee lasoo dhaafay. Burbur iyo dib u dhac dhaqaale iyo mid bulsho ee ay 

sababtay xayiraadaha duulimaadyada ayaa soo ifbaxay.  Xayiraada waxaa ay geysatay dhaqaalo xumi iyo niyad 

jab ku timid ganacsiga iyo maalgashiga.  

Daraasada Rugta Ganacsigu ay sameysay Kuna lifaaqan warqadan,waxaa ay bayaaminaysaa cadeymo 

dhibatooyinkii ay sababtay xayiraada duulimaadyada:  

 

 

 



 

 

 

waxaan ka mid ah. 

• Dib u dhac daqaale( Horumarkii, dhismooyinkii oo hakad galay) 

• Is dhexgal bulsho ee dhaqan-dhaqaale oo dib u dhac ku yimid. 

• Isusocodkii oo hakad galay. 

• Kala shaki qabaa’ilo iyo is tuhun bulshadii wada dhaqmi jirtey. 

• Caafimaad xumo iyo dhimasho (Tusaale Gabdho fool raacay is-gaarsiin la,aan darteed) 

• Dhaawacyo dadkii kasoo gaarey waddo xumada(masaafada oo aad u dheer marka ay noqoto in dhulka 

la maro). 

• Al-Shabaab oo uu ugu kordhey daqaalihii madaama ay isticmaalka wadada korodhey  

• Safaradii cir iyo dhul ee Shacabka oo ciriiri galey, saacadihii safar oo kordhey, qiimahii tikidhada oo 

sara-kac xaddhaaf ahi ku yimid. 

 

Intaas oo dhibaatooyin ah iyo saameyn kale oo noloshii bulshada ciriiri galiyay, ayay daraasadu ku soo 

xog’ogaatay.  

Mudanayaal, hadiiba hadafka xayiraada laga lahaa ay ku wajahnayd arimo siyaasadeed ama loo adegsanayey 

cadaadis siyaasiyiin, waxaa xaqiiqa ah in siyaasiyiinta aysan wax saameyn ah ku yeelanin xayiraadu balse 

bedelkeeda ay shacabka uun rafaadisay. 

Mudanayaal:  

Waxaan si naxariis ku jirto uga codsanaynaa hay’ada Sharci Dajinta iyo masuuliyiinta ay warqadani sida tooska 

ah ugu socoto in ay il naxariis leh ku eegaan bulshada reer jublaland iyo saameynta dhaqaale,Caafimaad iyo 

Jiritaan ee ay arintani ku yeelatay ganacsatada soomaliyeed. 

- Waxaan ku baaqaynnaa in sida ugu dhaqsiiyaha badan xayiradda garoomada bar-tilmaamadaysan 

looga qaado umadda reer Jubbaland ee uu dhaqaalaheedii wiiqamay. 

- Waxaa kaloon ku baaqaynnaa in dowladda federalka iyo dowladaha xubnaha ka ah dowladda 

federalka ay kawada hadlaan wixii kala duwanaan fikir siyaasadeed ee dhexdooda ah. 

- Waxaan ku baaqaynaaa in arimaha siyaasadu aysan saamayn ku yeelan nolosha iyo dhaqalaha umadda 

somaliyeed oo Muddo dheer la tabaaleysneed qalalaase dagaal sokeeyo iyo burbur naf iyo Maal ay 

sababtay argagixisadu . 

 

 

 

Mahadsanidiin 

Rugda GAnacsiga iyo Warshadaha Jubaland (JCCI) 

Kismayo-Jubaland State of Somalia 

 

 

Fg: Fadlan ka akhrista lifaaqan cilmi baaristii ay sameysey Rugta Ganacsiga iyo Warshadaha Jubaland (JCCI). 

Warqadan waxaan ku mataleynaa bulshada iyo ganacsatada Somaliyeed ee Jubaland. 



 

A REPORT ON THE IMPACT OF JUBALAND FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS ON BUSINESSES 
IN JUBALAND STATE OF SOMALIA 

Executive Summary  

Jubaland Chamber of commerce and Industry (JCCI) located in Kismayo, Jubaland State of 
Somalia. Jubaland State of Somalia is home to large diverse communities populated by unique 
businesses. Our healthy business community engagement has resulted in creating sustainable 
development pillars (economic, social and environmental) in otherwise a failed state recovering 
from long civil war. JCCI has time and again proven to be a catalyst for business growth and 
development in Jubaland State of Somalia. JCCI strives to create business linkages and facilitate 
factors enhancing economic competitiveness of our members in local and international markets.  
 
Ever since the establishment of the Somalia federal member state of Jubaland with the tremendous 
political and economic accomplishment records that speak volume, Jubaland Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (JCCI) maintained an exceptional triumph in introducing innovative 
model of business strategy of its kind called a community connection model (CCM). This model 
demonstrated to be pertinent to the socio-cultural realities of Jubaland state and facilitated healthy 
entrepreneur’s business competition as well as created context appropriate business linkages much 
needed in the state. 
 

The JCCI pioneered initiative which garnered the Jubaland administration’s supplementary 
incentives such as; sustained peace and political stability, attracted arithmetically one of the 
highest inflow of returnees and investors to a war-torn frail country like Somalia. The dual 
sustained working relationship occasioned equal opportunity to resources and unbiased regulatory 
environments for diaspora, local and non-native businesses and individuals. A fact that determined 
much-admired stability, stable economic growth, creating employment opportunities, reduce 
migration and lower poverty observably from many people at the city of Kismayu and in other 
parts of the state.  
 

In the past few years since JCCI was established, Jubaland acknowledged potentially abridged 
inter and intra tribal conflict, witnessed relatively extolled economic development primarily 
through the adoption and the implementation of the recently introduced and culturally friendly 
peace-oriented business connection strategy for conciliatory co-ordination purpose to a region 
(Jubaland) formerly racked or devastated by civil wars and conflict.  
 

The only but safer mode of infrastructure available both for the local inter & intra- regional state 
travel and foreign market entry conferring to the idea of diaspora market entry or transnational 
market entry mode of transportation for Jubaland was air flight. At once, in a unilaterally decision 
with no iota of civility given to the largely poor Somalis traumatized by incessantly three decades 
of civil wars and conflicts impending badly human security.  Confounded such tragedy, resident 
in Kismayo and other part of the region whose livelihood revitalization process have just started 
under Jubaland state administration are now falling back to a precariously uncertain destiny after 
Villa Somalia imposed an abrupt flight restriction to Kismayo. 
 



 

The Federal Government of Somalia (FGS) in a more politically motivated emotions levied flight 
restrictions on Jubaland in August 2019, blocking all direct flights to and from Kismayo as well 
as the entire Jubaland state. The restrictions have had two-fold impact; firstly, the financial impact 
it caused, affecting nascent economic sector of the state, loss of daily labourers’ job, service 
industries, hotel industries and another of indirect dependant have all stuck still. Secondly, 
interrupting social mobility and linkages between the residents of Jubaland, the Somali diaspora 
and the business communities in and around neighbouring countries.  

Due to the fact that Jubaland takes a close proximity to Kenya, the free movement of people have 
been severely restricted unfavourably affecting large Somali refugee camps located across the 
shared Kenya-Somali border that stretches over 800km. For over two decades, trailing the Somali 
civil war, the United Nations has assumed control of Somali Air space. After long negotiations the 
current Somali government has assumed full control of Somalia Airspace. Unfortunately, the first 
major decision since the takeover of Somali Airspace has been to disadvantage the Somali citizens 
who hail from Jubaland State of Somalia. Flight restrictions to and from the commercial city of 
Kismayo was ordered by the federal government of Somalia. The flight restrictions on Jubaland 
State of Somalia was the first of its kind imposed by the FGS on a Federal Member State (FMS) 
in Somalia as a result of a political dispute, a matter that shouldn’t have heralded over the ordinary 
Somali wellbeing. 

Air Travel Restrictions: 

Before the flight restrictions came into effect, there were 3 weekly direct flights between Nairobi 
and Kismayo, and up to 6 weekly direct flights between 
Kismayo and Dhobley. 
The FGS restricted all direct international and local 
flights to Kismayo’s Sayid Mohamed Abdille Hassan 
International Airport. All flights destined to Kismayo and 
Dhobley were ordered to pass through Mogadishu, which 
as shown on the map, lies in different direction, thus 
becomes costly and time consuming. This order has had 
an adverse implication on the local population in various 
ways. For example, the air travel cost for a local flight 
from Kismayo to Dhobley increased from $80 per 
passenger before the flight restrictions to $250 after 
flights were ordered to fly via Mogadishu. The travel time has also increased from 18 minutes (for 
a direct flight from Kismayo to Dhobley) to about 5 hours after the restrictions come into force.  
 

Kismayo – Dhoobley Flight routes 

 



 

The cost of International flights from Nairobi to Kismayo 
via Mogadishu has also increased drastically. The cost of 
flight prior to the flight route alterations was two hundred 
twenty dollars one way ($ 220). Today cost stands at three 
hundred twenty dollars ($320), an increase of about a $100 
for each passenger. Transit travel time has increased for 
Nairobi route coupled with additional screening and 
scrutiny of passengers. Flight restrictions has had negative 
impact on the general economy of Jubaland State of 
Somalia and has increased the cost of goods as well 
affecting business operations and services to patients and 
visitors. Key roads linking major towns in Jubaland are 
inaccessible due to the presence of pockets of Al-Shabaab militants. Road transport routes are not 
used by the majority of the population for fear of Al-Shabaab fighters stopping cars and limiting 
the movements of goods and merchants in and out of Kismayo, a vibrant Somali commercial city.  
 
The only easy alternative Jubalanders had, which was the air transport has been restricted by the 
FGS, isolating many citizens and not allowing them the same rights like others for political dispute 
with the state. Many people who used to travel to and from Kismayo for family, business or health 
reasons are now having to choose between risking their lives by travelling via road through Al-
Shabaab held areas or having to pay hefty cost and enduring longer travel times by flying via 
Mogadisho. Hotel bookings are down by over 50% and some airlines have closed their offices in 
Kismayo, laying off large number of employees. Many visitors from Kenya and refugee camps are 
avoiding visiting Kismayo due to these restrictions and the cost of the ticket. The tourism sector 
has been affected badly and the negative effects on Jubaland economic activities are piling on the 
people of Jubaland and Kismayo in particular. Taking note of the political dispute between the 
federal government of Somalia and Jubaland State government having on the Jubaland economy, 
JCCI, the representative of the business community in Jubaland, launched a survey at the end of 
October 2019 to assess the impact of the flight restriction on the business community. A total of 
122 companies across various sectors were surveyed. 
  
The businesses interviewed were from the following 5 sectors/industries: 
 

1. Hospitality Industry 
2. Travel Agencies 
3. Health and Pharmaceutical companies 
4. Wholesalers, Exporters and importers 
5. Service providers  

 
Survey findings indicate that during the period of travel restriction, Jubaland has experienced 
significant economic losses. Businesses across various sectors have reported an estimated loss of 
revenue totaling about 3 million dollars. The survey has considered a time of 60 days following a 
survey carried out at the end of last month for the 2 months of the air restrictions. This significant 
economic impact is still continuing and having a big impact on the economy of the people of 
Jubaland.  

Kismayo – Nairobi Flight routes 

 



 

 
Key Findings: Sector Analysis 

Travel Agencies 
The cost of travel increased making it difficult for many people to travel. Out of the Six (6) Travel 
agencies surveyed, 5 reported losing both revenues and sales because of the decrease in the number 
of people travelling by air. Four out of the six agencies reported reducing or laying off personnel 
as employees were no longer needed to service flight to Dhobley or Nairobi. Example, Mandeeq 
Airline that travelled between Kismayo – Dhobley route sent home 22 out of 51 members of their 
staff. Mandeeq’s profits margins dropped to almost zero and reported huge reduction in bookings 
for routes via Mogadisho due to the restrictions.  What exacerbated Mandeeq’s quick fall is the 
increase of the cost of tickets (increased from $80 to $250) which became burden on customers 
and their prospective cliental dropped their bookings. The 22 staff laid off were earning between 
$150 and $500 per month and providing for an average family size of 8 people. 
 
Health Sector 
Thirty-one (31) health related businesses including hospitals, pharmacies, and laboratories were 
surveyed.  An estimated loss of 22% in revenues were reported as supplies got expensive and 
became unaffordable. Many reported that required supplies could not be delivered in time or on 
budget citing the effects of having supplies delivered via Mogadishu. An average of 8% in staff 
reduction was reported in the health sector. In addition, the cost of some drugs has increased due 
to rising overheads, making them unaffordable for many patients whose income was affected. 

  

Hospitality Sector 
The segments of lodging and food industry has felt the pinch. Seven (7) of the main hotels in the 
town were interviewed and they have all reported losses in the sector. Room booking has dropped 
by more than 50% in the specific survey. Kismayo was crowded with visitors in the past few 
months with majority of visitors being Somali Diaspora. Many of these visitors were discouraged 
by the lack direct flights, the scrutiny faced and the high costs of the tickets. Majority of the hotels 
surveyed have reported reducing key personnel from their service crews and their staff, adding to 
the already high unemployment rate in the city. All of the hotels surveyed reported a decrease in 
food and drinks sales orders and revenue.  

 
Wholesalers, Importers and Exporters Sector 
 This is the main sector of business in Jubaland and Somalia in General. The vast majority of 
businessmen and women are engaged in retail business, which relies on wholesalers, importers 
and exporters. 76 businesses were surveyed in this sector and they reported an average reduction 
in revenues of 24% compared to before the air restrictions. The sector also reported an average 
reduction of 7% of staffing due to drop in revenues. An average of 9% of reduction in supplies 
were reported in this sector. 
  

Service Providers Sector 



 

Eight (8) Service providers in the fields of telecommunication, printing and money transfer 
services were surveyed. An estimated 19% drop in revenues were reported in this sector. These 
sectors show strong presence when money is circulating in the town and a drop of revenues in 
other sectors is felt in the service industry as a ripple effect of continued drop in the service sector. 
Some service providers reported loss of supplies when direct flights from Nairobi and Dhobley 
were halted. High costs and delays in supplies replenishment has made services provided sector 
report services costly and hence customer re-evaluating access to this important business sector. is 
commendable though that despite the difficulties encountered in this period of economic cries 
emanating from the flight restrictions, businesses in this sector reported only 7% reduction of staff. 

The charts below indicates the purchase capacity of the people has gone down, with wholesalers 
and importers affected most. 

 

The chart shows the percentage of loss of revenue in each sector. 

 

The chart shows the percentage loss of supplies in each sector.  

 
Summary of effects of Flight Restrictions on Jubaland Businesses: 
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Most businesses across sectors reported losses as air transport cost increase and a restrictions effect 
movement of people and goods compounding an already tough operating environment. The losses 
endured over the last 2 months swelled to millions of dollars for the businesses registered with 
JCCI. The cost outstrips the meager revenues; business managers and owners reported. As 
businesses reel from what they describe as a destructive policy driven by FGS, it is a political 
move that punishes the public and hurts the economy in Jubaland. Many businesses could not 
sustain their staff at full capacity under the circumstance of flight restrictions.  
 
The Travel agencies and Hospitality sectors are the most affected with each reducing its staffing 
by 27% and 17% respectively. Most workers in these two sectors have been made redundant as a 
result of the economic downturn.  Majority of the businesses surveyed reported a reduction in 
revenues and sales. The Hospitality sector reported losses greater than 50% of their revenues as a 
result of the reduction of travelers to Kismayo. The travel agencies were similarly affected. They 
reported almost 51% reduction in sales. The other sectors also reported a decrease in their total 
monthly revenues, with a 22% reduction of revenues for the Health Sector, 24% for the Import 
Export businesses and 19% for the Service Providers. Many companies reported a reduction in the 
amount of supplies they had been receiving from abroad and locally. The Health sector reported 
an 8% reduction. Reduction of supplies for the Hospitality, Import-export, travel, Services 
provider and health and pharmaceutical sectors were 14%, 9%, 18%, 11% and 28% respectively. 
In conclusion it can be said that the flight restrictions have had a significantly adverse economic 
effect in Jubaland. It has increased unemployment, it has reduced the flow of local and 
international goods, it has affected family incomes and severely decreased revenues for business. 
Undoubtedly, this is an experience that contributes to a loss of confidence in the economy for 
businesses in Jubaland.  
 
Market connectivity is an area that needs significant attention and therefore addressing 
transportation reliability is a centrepiece to development of our communities and that of the 
security stability of our state. Dependable transportation will help communities and entrepreneurs 
avail their products in identified markets. We would request with all displayable urgency that the 
restriction on Kismayo flights lifted and resumption of normal transport routes for the people of 
Jubaland State of Somalia. The table below highlights the detailed itemized description of losses 
as reported by different sectors. Collectively we mapped the losses incurred by the Kismayo town 
businesses. The table highlights where most damages occurred. 

 



 

 
 
 
Flight effects on the harmonious community co-existence 
 
Jubaland is a very rich state, rich in terms of its resources, rich in terms of its cultural heritage and 
rich in terms of the diversity of the people that live in this great state. Jubaland is a unique federal 
state when we consider the demographic composition of its people. Different Somali clans trace their 
roots to Jubaland boundaries and districts. Those qualities truly make Jubaland a state where one can 
dream to visit and call it a home. Despite the beauty of Jubaland state, we are faced with many 
challenges caused by the political disagreement resulting from the flight restrictions. We fear 
insecurity and, luck of communal commitments has emerged. Different clans may interpret the 
government action as tribally motivated and clan make tribal mistrust a reality, we have witnessed 
an atmosphere of intense fear and mistrust growing in the neighbourhoods. 
 
 
Effect on AID / Social Services deliveries: 
We are experiencing limited aids and assistance flows to the neediest people of Jubaland states. 
Internally displaced people who had access to humanitarian assistance have experienced limited 
support lately. This is happening because access restriction is been embossed on non-profits who 
had been delivering needed assistances to the Kismayo IDPS. Hospitals are not getting support 
NGOs used to provide. 
 
Effects on youth: 
Jubaland state is a state with high youth population. We have been working with partners to provide 
on the job training and job placements for youth groups to support and create employment for 
professional youth of Jubaland. Due to the slow down caused by the flight restriction job 
opportunities for our youth group has reduced. We are in fear that new graduates will be forced to 
engage on migration aspiration, a phenomenon we have always discouraged from our youth with the 
help of partners. Lately, we have seen a number young Jubalanders voiced desires to move to other 
state or even engage in risky immigration routes outside the country. 
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Effects on Safety/Security of people and goods: 

Utilizing the dart filled roads to access Dhobley or other parts of the state facing the flight restriction 
as an alternative transportation mood as compared to flying is no doubt a recipe for transportation 
related injuries. Inland transportation to those routes will likely be faced with long drives, fatigue, 
accidents, loss of human life and damage to goods and commodities which will lead to a social, 
economic, development and public health problem and our slowly emerging economy is going to 
bear the majority of this burden. Inland transportation to those areas is also unprotected from security 
threat of Alshabaab.  Our business community will be targeted by the terrorist group who will levy 
hefty fees against our business community. The terrorist group will enjoy the continued flight 
restriction to Kismayo because they will enjoy the benefit of forcefully collecting fees from those 
accessing the routes commercially. 

Conclusion:  

Economic, social, communal and institutional sustainability can only be achieved through an 
integrated, supportive and multilateral system responsive to the demands and needs of the citizens 
of Jubaland State. The enjoyed and witnessed growth in the employment market is witnessing steady 
downfall; the JCCI sole Innovation of market linkages which has led to sustained and expanding 
economy is faltering exacerbated by a man-made shrinking commercial market access. Our unique 
state cultural diversity and harmonious coexistence and affinity is observing mistrust and sharp 
divisions among the large social and tribal groups of Jubaland. Efficiency of business operations and 
the free movement of persons and commercial freight has been interfered with and in some cases 
made impossible JCCI, promoting and representing the entire community of Jubaland States of 
Somalia, calls for, this uneconomical, anti-social, and grossly detrimental actions occasioned by our 
government urgently see its termination.  We call upon all actors, Government, business community, 
International partners, non-profits, and all concerned stakeholders exhibit efforts to have the burden 
lifted from the ordinary people of this great state. 
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